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Friday 13th September 2019 

 

Dear Parents/Carers, 

 

Welcome to Class One.  I hope that you have all had a lovely summer holiday. In Class 

One we spent our first week back learning about the four school values; love, forgiveness, 

respect and aspiration and creating our class charter to ensure your child feels safe and 

happy in their new classroom.  
 

Our topic this half term is ‘Up Our Street’. For our brilliant beginning we made weather 

stations which the children very much enjoyed.  
 

In other areas of the curriculum we will be focussing on the following:  
 

In Maths, we will be:  

 Learning numbers to 10 

 Exploring number bonds 

 learning addition and subtraction (within 10)  

 

In English, we will be:    

 Reading, learning and writing a traditional tale, based on ‘Goldilocks and the Three 

Bears’. 

 Reading, learning and writing a cumulative tale, based on ‘The Squeaky Story’.  

 

Home learning will be sent home each week to support the English and Maths learning in 

class. Please ensure the books are handed in on time – English is due in on a Thursday and 

Maths on a Monday. 

 

In R.E. we will be: 

 Learning about ‘Living Difference Symbols.’ Our key question is: ‘Why is the symbol 

of light important to Jews?’  

 

In Art, we will be:  

 Exploring and mixing colours. 

 Our focus artists are Piet Mondrian and Kandinsky. 
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In Science, we will be: 

 Learning about seasonal change. The children will be naming the seasons, 

describing the weather associated with each season and observing changes.  

 

In Geography we will be: 

 Carrying out field work skills. We will begin by observing the school environment and 

then explore Christchurch using a map.  

 

In PE and games, we will be:  

 Improving our skills in Gymnastics.   

 Attacking, defending and shooting in outdoor games.  

 

PE/Games will take place every Monday and Friday. Please ensure your child has the 

correct P.E. kit in school at all times.  

 

In Music, we will be: 

 Exploring pitch, rhythm and pulse.  

 Learning to use our voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and 

speaking chants and rhymes.  

 

Pastoral Care  

Our Inclusion team works to offer further support for children’s individual needs. Mrs Poulter 

is our Emotional Learning Support Assistant. If you have any concerns regarding your 

child’s behaviour, Mrs Jennings is the key contact. All of the TA team are here to offer 

additional support to children and each class is clear about the main adults there to 

support them. For Class 1, the key adults working with your child will be Mrs Homan, Mrs 

McCall and Miss Bryan. 

 

The school has positive relationships with multi agencies and if you think that your child 

could benefit from support not identified by the school, please contact me in the first 

instance. 
 

Please may I remind you to inform the school office of any changes of address/phone 

numbers and to ensure your child’s medical details are up to date. May I also request your 

child has the correct and clearly labelled school uniform. Please also note that nail varnish 

is not permitted. Jewellery, other than watches and simple studs, is not permitted.  
 

Eating and Drinking 

We ask that you are considerate of the children and staff with allergies and make a 

special request that you avoid sending children in with foods containing nuts, unpeeled 

oranges/satsumas in their lunchboxes.  
 

Children can bring water bottles to keep in the classroom – these should contain only 

water.  Children have access to water all day to ensure that they remain hydrated. They 

are encouraged to be independent in knowing when to have a drink. Cool Milk is 

available to order for any of the children via the school office. Daily fresh fruit is provided 

for your child. 
 

If you have any questions please make an appointment at the office to meet with me 

after school. 
 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

 

Miss Bradford 

Class 1 Teacher 


